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Disclaimer 

Information, tools, tables, aids, worksheets con-
tained in this publication and website, is general 
information only and not intended to be used as 
the sole information regarding your life and busi-
ness.  Readers are encouraged to seek  independ-
ent professional advice before making their own  
decisions and assessments of their own unique 
personal situation.  The publisher and author do 
not assume any responsibility whatsoever under 
any conditions or circumstances.  

Keys

Throughout the book look out for these keys, 
tools or skills to help you become a balanced per-
son, a more productive member of society and un-
derstanding yourself and others more completely.

  Free A4 form or workbook at 
  www.abconlinebooks.com 
  Free lifetools or workbook at 
  www.abconlinebooks.com
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Introduction

I haven’t met anyone yet, who doesn’t want to be 
in a happy work environment, when people are 
happy in themselves, they are more likely to be  
productive and satisfied.  You are probably saying 
to yourself what has that got to do with time 
management.  Well if people are getting done what 
they need to and want to, with less stress they will 
be happier in themselves.  AND what is the major 
cause of stress and dissatisfaction in a work place or 
home DISORGANISATION   

People who are happy are infectious to other people, 
staff, family, friends, and more importantly to the 
customer. When the customer is happy with your 
business they are more likely to spend money in your 
business, and become a repeat customer. 

The book is broken up into two sections. The first 
six chapters is dealing with Time Management. 
The last five chapters explores some ingredi-
ents to Enjoying a Happy Workplace. 
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Happy Workplace  

=  
Happy Staff  

= 
Happy Customers  

=  
Happy Owners

 

“It’s not how much knowledge 
we have but how much 

knowledge we use”
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Chapter 1

Time Management

The benefit of time management, is to make your life 
more enjoyable and have less stress.  This book shows 
you that time management is not just one thing, it is a 
whole series of actions and habits that can be learnt and 
refined.  Just like the rudder on a ship a little change in  
direction moves the huge ship, so in our lives a little 
change can have big positive effects.   

You need to have a desire to implement the tools in 
this book, seeking change and improvement in your 
life, rather than putting up with the stress that comes 
about from not managing your time. 

Your Chapter Goals

• Why manage your time.
• Identify your personal “TIME” issues.
• Discover tools to manage your time.
• Review and correct.
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The first thing that you need to do is to take a moment 
and ask yourself these questions.  Why should I 
manage my time?   

Think for a moment and write some worthwhile  
reasons to manage your time better. (Make my busi-
ness more efficient, more time with the family, etc. )

 

(1) ______________________________________ 

(2) ______________________________________ 

(3) ______________________________________ 

 
You probably wrote things like to save time, to be 
more professional, so I don’t waste time, to get 
more done, etc;  You have to know why you want to 
change your time management skills. 

 
To change you must be willing to change. 
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This will take effort and practice to 
varying degrees depending on your 
individual makeup and personality.

STEP 1
Give yourself a 

reason to succeed 

It might sound like I’m stating the obvious:  
But on the whole most people will NOT 
make major changes in their life with-

out a personal reason to change.
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2. Is Time Management for you?

It’s a serious question. Is time management for you? 
Telling yourself, I am not organised, I get sidetracked, 
I lose track of time, I  find it hard to keep focussed, 
or even that I’ve got too much to do, This only rein-
forces the current situation.   

By stopping and identifying your own obstacles you 
take the first step towards beginning to manage your 
time better, write down the 3/4 main things that stop 
you from better managing your time. 
 

(1) ______________________________________ 

(2) ______________________________________ 

(3) ______________________________________ 

(4) ______________________________________ 
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Its important to realize that this  
won’t happen over night  

its something for you to work at every day.

STEP 2
Identify the  
obstacles in  
your path

Stop and identify  
your own personal obstacles,  

Identifying them is the second step 
towards managing your time.
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3. What can you do to manage your time better?

Now that you’ve listed a few of your personal time 
management obstacles, write 3/4 things that you 
could do to improve the situation.   
 
(1) ______________________________________ 

(2) ______________________________________ 

(3) ______________________________________ 

(4) ______________________________________ 

There are any number of  answers you could 
have written, the important thing is to start doing 
some thing right now.  Its necessary to realize 
that this won’t happen overnight, these skills 
are something for you to work on every day. On 
average it takes a minimum of three weeks for 
a new routine to become automatic.  
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You improve your 
time management skills,  
when you decide to put 

new boundaries in place.

STEP 3
Find the little steps 

that improve
your personal 

time management
 
 
 

Big changes  
won’t happen overnight 
but little steps make a  

larger transformation possible.
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4. Review and correct

Remember once you’ve had a few weeks of change 
and seen some improvements in your personal time 
management skills, then write more things that you 
could do to improve further.  Just like any form of 
exercise, time management will benefit from a cycle 
of improvement and correction.   

List some things that would futher improve or add to  
your time management skills.  
 
_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________
 
_________________________________________  
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Remember review and repeat ~ 
real change is a  
continuous cycle  

of improvement and correction

Chapter message 

Now that you have identified some of the 
time wasters and hindrances, start to act 
upon what you have gleaned. Work on the 
present, that will change the future.  In 
chapter 2 we will explore some more simple 
keys to being better organised. 

Chapter Action Plan

(a) Write answers to time  
  management questions

(b) Identify the hindrances. 

(c) Plan and implement in order to  
  overcome the hindrances.  
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Notes of Wisdom
“Always write it down” 
 “Write it down Now” 
  “For the memory forgets” 
  F.M.

Life tools and Links

 » Visit www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 2 

Being Better Organised 

When we are organized, we become more efficient 
and therefore more productive.  Being organized is 
like weeding the garden or mowing the lawn, we 
have to keep working on it, otherwise just like in the 
garden, the weeds will take over.  

Your Chapter Goals

• Discover the Twelve Practical Keys 
to being Better Organised. 

• Explore the Seven Daily Keys 
to personal effectiveness. 

• Find and develop your own personal Time  
management skills. 
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1. Twelve Practical Keys to be Better Organised:

1. Write everything down 
  
 (Start a new habit) write the words 
 “Write it down” in red on the top of  
 your diary page for the next three weeks.  

2. Keep your Desk Tidy.  
 
 (a tidy desk is a tidy mind)  
 Keep a tidy workplace. 

3. Have only 3 trays on your desk 
 
 (a) In Tray (make it a habit to empty this 
  tray daily as much as possible.) 
 (b) Completed Tray (ready to file.)  
 (c) Pending Tray (waiting to action.) 

4. Use a Diary and write all appointments.  
 (have your diary with you all the time) 
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5. Always carry a diary/notebook  
 (pocket book) with you. 

6. Learn to use a Computer effectively 
 Develop a system of filing things  
 so you can easily find them. 

7. When filing use A- Z filing system. 

8. Use Manila folders to keep separate files.  
 Create your own system that works for you. 

9. Always carry a pen with you, use  
 different colour pens for different tasks.  

10.  Use a Highlighter for important things 
 (Note: a yellow highlighter photocopies  
 without the highlight becoming black.) 

11.  Put things in the same place. 
 (ie: car keys at work & home) 

12.  Be systematic in everything you do
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Master one thing at a time eg; in 12 weeks you could 
have all aspects implemented in your daily work.
You make the goal and set the target.  

2. Seven Daily Keys to effectiveness.

 1. Use a diary. 

 2. Plan your Day. 

 3. Write it down. 

 4. Use an exercise book for notes. 

 5. Use Checklists: Weekly,  
  Monthly, Quarterly, monthly, Yearly 

 6. Keep meetings and appointments  
  to the time allotted or scheduled. 

 7. Plan and be prepared and  
  organized for appointments,  
  interviews, meetings etc;
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Chapter message 

Glean from these tools and keys and then 
use what works best for you, fine tune it 
so that you produce a well oiled powerful 
machine, that dramatically improves 
your time management.   

Find your own way that works for you,  
the important thing is to be systematic 
in whatever you do and whatever 
approach you take. 

Starting now (today) look at what you can 
improve, list the areas you want to be more organ-
ised with in you life.  This is not going to happen 
in 10 minutes, just like personal fitness you have 
to keep working at it.   It’s all about taking little 
steps and continually improving one step one 
thing at a time.   If you stop exercising then you 
don’t feel as fit. Its the same with time manage-
ment you have to keep working on it, one step 
one thing at a time.   
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Chapter Action Plan

(a) Write down your own to-do list from the 
  “Seven Daily Keys” 

(b) Plan how you will become better  
  organaised. (Write it down! in your diary)

(c) Use your diary to mark off the 
  action steps as completed.

Notes of Wisdom

“If you always do what you’ve always done  
you’ll always get what you you’ve always got”

Life tools and Links

 » www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 3 

Plan & Prioritise the Day

Today we also have to manage technology, rather 
than letting the technology manage us. Instead of 
checking your emails all the time, try only doing it at 
specific times eg ; 9am, lunchtime & 3pm.  

Attempt to plan your day in blocks, this will help you to 
keep focused on the main task that you need to complete 
and not get distracted by the unimportant.  
 

Wherever possible fit in the big things first, 
planning these first will really help your day.

Your Chapter Goals

• Planning your day. 
• Prioritising your time. 
• How to achieve more in a day. 
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Know your Energy Levels. 

Plan where possible and schedule important 
meetings, appointments e,g; in the mornings if 
that is when you are most energized.  Activities of 
less urgency or importance then schedule in the 
afternoons.  Don’t forget to do appropriate “er-
gonomic” exercises to prevent repetitive strain 
injuries when working on a computer. 

Where possible do things in blocks of time, 
Use your; diary, computer (MS Outlook etc) or 
calender etc to prioritise and schedule the day 
for the most efficient use of your time.  
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  Prioritise your Day 1, 2, 3

Plan & Prioritise your day by rating tasks as   
Urgent, Important, Non Urgent. 

1. Urgent.  
Things that need to be done or must be com-
pleted today eg; now.  If you are requested to 
do something that you can’t do immediately, 
due to other priorities simply say I can’t do that 
right now but I can do it at such and such a time. 
(When appropriate be able to say no.)  
 
2. Important.  
Things that are important but don’t need to be  
completed today.    
 
3. Non Urgent.  
Things that don’t have a definite time frame 
to be completed by. 
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Plan your day to maximise your time 

If you have to go somewhere or do something 
where you have to wait plan to  take a book or some 
work to go through while waiting for car service, 
hairdressing appointment, etc;  

 
“Don’t forget to plan to have fun.”

Achieving more in a day

The form on the next page asks you to make a list of 
what you think it takes to achieve more in a day, write 
down what you think are the important things, and 
which one is the most important?   

HINT: the real answer to this question starts with the 
letter D.  It is the one thing that all your answers are 
affected by.  The Answer and this form are available at 
www.abconlinebooks.com   
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  Achieving more in a day

Pg 2

No. Make a list of what you think it takes TICK What  
you are doing 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Achieve More in a Day 

Name …………………………………………………………..  Date ………………………

Make a list of what you think it takes, Achieve More in a Day then tiock off the 
items you are currently doing. 
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Chapter message 

“Time management.” can really be as Ezy as ABC
If you did only these three simple 
things you would dramatically improve 
your time management.   

 
(1) Do things in blocks of time.   

(2)  Use the Daily Tasks form 
 (in the next chapter).  

(3) Set Deadlines for everything. 

Notes of Wisdom

“And in the end it’s not  
the years in your life that count.  
It’s the life in your years.”  
 Abraham Lincoln 
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Chapter Action Plan

(a) Start to plan your day.  

(b) Complete the form  
 “What does it take to   
 achieve more in a day.”  

(c) Make use of you diary,   
 * Use to-do and action lists . 
 * Plan your day. 
 * Set Deadlines.  

Life tools and Links

 » www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 4 

Daily Tasks:

Research has shown that time management is one 
of the biggest areas that people ask their personal 
business coaches for help. So in this chapter we will 
get down to the nitty gritty and start using one helpful 
tool to help manage your time and life. 

Your Chapter Goals

• Prioritising Tasks 
(using ABC’s Daily Task Checklist)

• Step by Step Goal Setting Plan  
(using ABC’s task list for short 
term goals checklist)

• Managing deadlines 
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Using Daily Tasks Form

Use the sheet on the next page to write and record 
the tasks you need to do.  Writing the key task or job 
in the description box, prioritising using 1, 2, or 3 to 
help you action the urgent items first. Then set a due 
date, and then if you need an extension of time then 
put in an amended date. When you have done the job 
write in the date done. When you have requested the 
job to be done by a third party, then write in the date 
when they have completed the job / task.  
.
Using this form you can see at a glance what’s been 
done (bringing satisfaction).  It also shows you 
when you are waiting for someone to complete your 
request, and shows you when they have completed 
it. This system dramatically reduces the chances of 
you forgetting to do things you are asked to do or 
need to do. As well as when people haven’t  com-
pleted the job /  task that you requested. 
 

The memory forgets but by writing it down 
you have a neat record of jobs / tasks to done.
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  Daily Tasks Form

Pg 12

Study & Assignments To Do List 

Name ………………………………………………………………………...………

Dept. / Category / Client………………………………………………………………
Priority Rank,   1=Urgent,  2 =Important,  3=Non Urgent,  

No. Date Brief description Priority Due 
Date

Adjusted 
Date

Date 
done 

Handed 
In Date

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

 
You can achieve significantly more in a day if you plan and write it down
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Achieving Goals one step at a time

How often have you tried to achieve a goal, you 
start off with good intentions, but don’t seem to 
produce the desired results.  

By using the form “Goal Setting Plan.” to break 
the goal up into smaller pieces, plan how long each 
step should take and what days you will do it. By 
moving forward step by step you will achieve your 
goal, its important to ensure that goals are realistic 
and achievable within the given time frame.  The 
action of planning what you need to do to and 
keeping on track is a way of making a commitment to 
yourself and your goals.    

It is wiser not to overload yourself by attempting 
to do more than is humanly or physically possible 
over a period of weeks, months, or even years. This 
way you won’t set yourself up to fail.  
 
Download the form “Goal Setting Plan” and  
start the steps now.   
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  Goal Setting Plan

Pg 17

Goal ..........................................................................................................   Date................

Item Date Description (task) To Do Due 
Date

Adjusted 
Date 

Date 
Done 

Goal 1
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6
Step 7
Goal 2
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6
Step 7
Goal 3
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6
Step 7
Goal 4
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6
Step 7
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Chapter message 

The important thing to remember is to build 
good habits good organisational skills, and con-
tinually keep using tools that help you get 
more done in less time and less stress. 

 
Chapter Action Plan

(a) Download the daily task worksheet  
  from www.abconlinebooks.com

(b) Start using the Daily Task Form.

(c) Form a habit of using this for everything  
  that is not a standard daily practice. 

To view completed samples of our Daily 
Tasks Form go to www.abconlinebooks.com
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Notes of Wisdom

“The memory forgets so write it down now!” 
FJM

“I never worry about action, but only inaction.” 
Winston Churchill  

Don’t forget to have fun always on 
the way.  

Life tools and Links

 » www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 5 

Know your Strengths 
& Weaknesses 

Knowing and understanding the strengths and weak-
nesses of your personality style, will definitely help 
you in your time management skills. 

Your Chapter Goals

• Being aware of your strengths. 
• Being aware of your weaknesses. 
• Consider remedies to improve. 

The secret is to know your personal-
ity and consider your strengths and weaknesses 
and consider the strengths of other people around 
you, building on their strengths.    
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Some people have to work very hard at what 
comes easier to others.  The important thing is to 
be aware and plan what you need to do to improve 
your time management skills.  I encourage you to 
underline or use a yellow highlighter to help you to 
pinpoint the areas you need to work on.  

An example of this would be Julie (who is a mel-
ancholy) would never consider being a reception-
ist (Sanguine). But she would be successful doing 
admin or accounts.   
 
 The thing that makes you strong in one area 
makes you weak in another area, the important 
thing is to use your strengths and get help from 
others in the areas that are not your strengths. 

The thing that make you weak in one 
area may make you strong in another
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Being aware of your strengths 

It’s easy to know and be motivated by our strengths 
in ourselves, this is great but the other side of 
this is that if we focus only on our strengths we 
will encounter problems and difficulties along 
the way.  So celebrate your strengths that you 
have been gifted with in life.  

Being aware of your weaknesses 

It’s not as easy to identify and be honest to our-
selves and acknowledge and accept our weak-
nesses.  In life it’s much easier to see and talk 
about other people’s weaknesses and faults, than 
our own. The important thing in helping yourself is 
to acknowledge your own weaknesses and look for 
ways to overcome those weaknesses. 
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 Consider remedies to improve. 

The best way to consider the remedies to 
improve is to first know your personality, know 
study, and understand your weaknesses then 
write them down and write beside them how 
you will go about changing your weaknesses to 
achieve the improvement that you want.   
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Choleric personality style

The strengths of the Choleric are they organise 
things quickly and are very productive in every-
thing they do.  Whereas their weakness is they 
are not understanding if someone isn’t organised, 
they are short tempered and they have a very 
high expectancy of themselves and other people.

The table below sets out some of the strengths and 
weaknesses of a Choleric at a glance. 

Pg 8

Personalities Styles, 
know your Strengths & Weaknesses in Time Management 

Choleric style 
Strengths Weaknesses Remedy

1 Decisive Workaholic 

2 Organises quickly Not understanding 
if someone else isn’t 
organised

3 Productive Short tempered

4 High expectancy of 
self.

5

 

Sanguine style 
Strengths Weaknesses Remedy

1 Productive in the 
right place

Loses Focus 

2 Thrives on  
activity

Have to work hard at 
staying focused.

3 Charms others to 
work

Not organised

4  Talks to much 

5 Easily distracted
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Sanguine personality style

The strengths of the Sanguine are they are productive 
in the right position or place, they thrive on activity, 
and they can charm and spur others on to do the work. 
Whereas their weaknesses are they lose focus easily, 
so they have to work hard on keeping focused. They 
also have to be careful not to talk too much and try 
to be careful about getting distracted from the task at 
hand. The Sanguine also finds it hard to be organised. 

The table below sets out some of  the strengths and 
weaknesses of a Sanguine at a glance. 

Pg 8

Personalities Styles, 
know your Strengths & Weaknesses in Time Management 

Choleric style 
Strengths Weaknesses Remedy

1 Decisive Workaholic 

2 Organises quickly Not understanding 
if someone else isn’t 
organised

3 Productive Short tempered

4 High expectancy of 
self.

5

 

Sanguine style 
Strengths Weaknesses Remedy

1 Productive in the 
right place

Loses Focus 

2 Thrives on  
activity

Have to work hard at 
staying focused.

3 Charms others to 
work

Not organised

4  Talks to much 

5 Easily distracted
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Melancholy personality style 

The strengths of the Melancholy are they are very 
organised, they plan ahead and are normally very 
accurate. Where as their weaknesses are they don’t 
do very well when put under pressure. With a 
high percentage of Melancholy they will want to 
make everything perfect, which will annoy some 
people. So they will need to allow more time to 
do a task because they will want to do it well.

The table below sets out some of  the strengths and weak-
nesses of a Melancholy at a glance.  

Pg 9

Melancholy style 
Strengths Weaknesses Remedy

1 Very organised Doesn’t work well 
under pressure  

2 Accurate Excessively perfec-
tionist

3 Planner Needs plenty of time

4

5

 
  

Phlegmatic style 
Strengths Weaknesses Remedy

1 Consistent Easy going not  
concerned if they do 
it or not. 

2 Reliable Careless

3 Calm Procrastinates

4 Lacks follow through

5

 
The secret is to know your personality and considering your weaknesses draw from the 
strengths of other personalities and build the strengths into your life forming new habits. 
Some people have to work hard at what comes easier to others.  The important thing is 
to be aware and plan how you will improve your time management skills.
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Phlegmatic personality style

The strengths of the Phlegmatic is that they are consist-
ent in whatever they do in their work. They are calm and 
relaxed, and they are mostly reliable in their dealings.
Whereas the downside is that they are easy going and 
it doesn’t matter if they do it. The Phlegmatic will be 
more careless and procrastinate about doing things, 
which leads to not following through with things.

The table below sets out some of  the strengths and 
weaknesses of a Phlegmatic at a glance. 

   

Pg 9

Melancholy style 
Strengths Weaknesses Remedy

1 Very organised Doesn’t work well 
under pressure  

2 Accurate Excessively perfec-
tionist

3 Planner Needs plenty of time

4

5

 
  

Phlegmatic style 
Strengths Weaknesses Remedy

1 Consistent Easy going not  
concerned if they do 
it or not. 

2 Reliable Careless

3 Calm Procrastinates

4 Lacks follow through

5

 
The secret is to know your personality and considering your weaknesses draw from the 
strengths of other personalities and build the strengths into your life forming new habits. 
Some people have to work hard at what comes easier to others.  The important thing is 
to be aware and plan how you will improve your time management skills.
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Chapter message 

It is vital to continually go over this chapter until 
you know your strengths and weaknesses, so that 
you can learn and get the most benefit from Time 
Management Skills.    
 
Repetition is the mother of all learning, sadly 
we can’t get away from this. You can’t just 
say you are going to improve in an area, there 
has to be an action .    

This is where discipline comes into play, an effort 
is required to make a change but the rewards 
can far outweigh the temporary pain or the dis-
comfort of change.   
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Chapter Action Plan

(a) Make a list of the strengths  
  that apply to you.

(b) Make a list of your weaknesses 
  that you need to work on changing 
  to manage your time better.

(c) From the list write ways of how   
  to overcome your weaknesses.

Notes of Wisdom

“Courage is rightly considered the foremost of 
the virtues, for upon it, all others depend.”
Winston Churchill

Life tools and Links

 » www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 6

Delegating your Time

Most people find delegating their time, one of the 
hardest things to do. More than often people spend 
more time on some things than they should. Now 
is the time to consider some of the important things 
that you need to allocate so that you can bring a more 
balanced lifestyle and enjoy every day.  

Your Chapter Goals

• Become aware where your time goes.

• Consider where you want change.

• Simple delegation rules.
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Write in the table the number of hours you plan to 
allocate to each activity and for each day. The im-
portant thing here is to develop or fine tune ways of 
doing it so that it works for you.  

  Weekly Blocks of Time Table

Pg 10

Weekly Time Allocation Sheet

Mon Tue Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun
6am Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep

7am Brek’ft Brek’ft Brek’ft Brek’ft Brek’ft Sleep in Sleep in

8am Work Work Work Work Work Brek’ft Brek’ft

9am Work Work Work Work Work Work Church 

10am Work Work Work Work Work Work Church

11am Work Work Work Work Work Work Church

12 Noon Work Work Work Work Work Work Church

1pm Work Work Work Work Work Work Aft’Nap

2pm Work Work Work Work Work Free Walk Dog

3pm Work Work Work Work Work Free Coffee

4pm Work Work Work Work Work Free Cleaning

5pm Work Work Work Work Work Yardwork Dinner Pty

6pm Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Pty

7pm Family Family Family Family Family Friends Dinner Pty

8pm T.V T.V T.V T.V T.V Movies Dinner Pty

9pm T.V T.V T.V T.V T.V Movies Dinner Pty

10pm Read Read Read Read Read Read Sleep

11pm to 
6am Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep

Total 24 hrs 24 hrs 24 hrs 24 hrs 24 hrs 24 hrs 24 hrs
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The easiest way is to download the sheet 
and fill in your blanks. This only takes a few 
minutes. Then you can see at a glance how your 
time is taken up on a daily/weekly basis.  

Between 6pm and 10pm Mon-Fri plus Sat and 
Sun are the main times to allocate what you want 
to do with your family /Spouse /friends /children/
sport/recreation/ other.    

You can’t change set working hours but you can 
change the time you start or finish work. It is a known 
fact that working longer hours actually reduces pro-
ductivity. Only you can change and make time for the 
important things and the things you want to do. There 
are only 168 hours in a week.  Time is the one thing 
we all have exactly the same amount of. 
 
The Secret to time delegation is to decide what 
time you want or need to delegate and just do 
it. This is the part some really struggle with but 
done properly will release you in managing your 
time to the utmost.   
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  Delegating work tasks to free up your time

 1. What task do you want to Delegate? 
 
 __________________________________
 
 2. What task should you Delegate?
 
 __________________________________
  
 4. How will you record Delegation?
 
 __________________________________
  
 5. Who do you Delegate to?
 
 __________________________________
  
 6. Who is the best person for the task?
 
 __________________________________
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Chapter message 

Delegating MAKES Time, Yes it’s sometimes 
a hard thing to do but as you begin to do it, it 
will free you up to do the things you need to do 
and the things you want to do. So begin today 
delegating even if it is small things and grow 
into delegating the bigger things. 

Chapter Action Plan

(a) Complete the weekly blocks of time table. 

(b) Complete the delegation task sheet. 

(c) Make a list of things to delegate.
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Notes of Wisdom

Be careful what you delegate and 
to whom you delegate.
“What you don’t inspect don’t 
expect the desired results.”

Delegating  
MAKES 

Time  
 

Life tools and Links

 » www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 7

Improve your Job Satisfaction 

I haven’t met anyone yet who doesn’t want to 
be happy and satisfied at work and the type of 
work they do.  Therefore just like customers who 
want a fair product at a fair price, the key word is 
fair. Treating people with fairness and kindness 
will not only help you in your workplace but this 
attitude will take you a long way in life. So in 
this chapter we will explore this area. 

Your Chapter Goals

•Improve satisfaction

•Identify what drives you

•Identify any areas of dissatisfaction 
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  Improve Job Satisfaction and Efficiency. 

Below there are some questions you can go through by 
yourself or with your employer. This can show great 
initiative providing it is done in an appropriate way, 
and can open up communication with your boss, about 
the business and the workplace.   

Q.1. What motivates you? 

________________________________________
 
Q.2.What  energises you?
 
________________________________________
 
Q.3. What drains you?
 
________________________________________
 
Q.4. What can be done to help you in your work?
 
________________________________________
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Q.5. What do you think would be positive  
changes to improve your work environment?
 
________________________________________

Q.6. What would be some positive changes  
to improve the business?  

________________________________________
 
Q.7. If you could change one thing in the 
business what would you change? 
 
________________________________________
 
Q.8. What frustrates you the most in your work? 
 
________________________________________
 
Q.9. Where do you see yourself going in business? 
 
________________________________________
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Q.10. Have you had enough training or  
direction in what is expected of you? 
 
________________________________________
Q.11. Do you find your current job  
description appropriate to your role? 
 
________________________________________
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Chapter message 

This chapter should help you to ask important  
questions to help identify things you 
may want to change in your workplace 
and environment.    

It should also prompt you to think about things 
that are not listed, even about life in gen-
eral. Begin the habit of writing down your 
thoughts as you think of things. Use a daily di-
ary or a notebook as a journal. It is encourag-
ing and challenging to look back over achieve-
ments and also see where there is room for 
improvement in certain areas.  
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Chapter Action Plan

(a) Write answers to the questions to improve  
 job satisfaction 

(b) Think about your answers.
 
(c) Consider ways to bring better outcomes.

Notes of Wisdom

“We make a living by what we get, but 
we make a life by what we give.” 
Winston Churchill 

Life tools and Links

 » www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 8

Workplace Personalities

In the book “How to Build Happier Relationships” 
we cover in a bit more detail about the four per-
sonalities. But for this chapter we will only briefly 
cover some keys in relating and understanding the 
people you work with. The most important thing to 
remember is that we need a mix of all the person-
alities in any workplace, and how sad the world 
would be if we were all the same.  

Chapter Goals

•  Why understand other workers 
 
•  Identifying workplace personalities.
 
•  How to practice what you learn
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Choleric personality style

The Choleric is easy to pick in the workplace, they 
will be the person who normally achieves the most.
They are task orientated rather than people ori-
entated.  Full of energy and always busy doing 
something.    

Sanguine personality style

The Sanguine on the other hand is a people
orientated person, they are the caring and compassion-
ate ones.  They are fun to be around. Talking would be 
there preference than working. Their desk or work area 
will normally be messy and disorganised.  

Melancholy personality style

The Melancholy is the person who has everything 
neatly arranged and organised on their desk or work 
area.  Once again they are like the Cholerics being
task orientated rather than people orientated. 
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Phlegmatic personality style

The Phlegmatic is the steady person they will 
help calm the storm. They are like the Sanguine 
people orientated. They will get the job done but 
not as fast as the choleric.  They are the quite 
person, they don’t say a lot.  

Chapter message

The thing to remember is you can help each 
other in the workplace considering your 
strengths and weaknesses in the workplace. It 
can be a fun game to play, working out what 
your work colleague’s personalities are, dis-
cussing, not criticising but rather communicat-
ing and building up one another. 
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Chapter Action Plan

(a) Understanding other workers.  

(b) Identify and write down the different  
 personalities in your workplace.  

(c) Practice what you learnt, you can make it 
 fun. Most people are interested especially 
 if they don’t know or understand 
 the four common personalities.

Notes of Wisdom

“We have a lot of anxieties, and one cancels out 
another very often.”   
Winston Churchill

Life tools and Links

 » www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 9

Enjoy what you do 

Most people want to and should enjoy what work 
they do. I remember many years ago saying I 
wouldn’t work doing things that I didn’t enjoy. This 
thought has served me well.  

Your Chapter Goals

• Why be happy in your work 

• Identify what you enjoy 

Your Life’s Work

Sometimes in life we have to do things we don’t
like for a season. You will be a happier person to
be around, if you do the type of work you enjoy doing.  
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Therefore it is counterproductive to do work you 
don’t enjoy any longer than absolutely neces-
sary. Financial reasons often dictate that you have 
to do it. The important thing is to plan and pursue 
the change you want, let wisdom prevail in the 
situation.    

Do the type of work that you are passionate 
about. In the following questionnaire you may 
never have asked yourself these questions., hope-
fully it will get you thinking and considering more 
of your work desires in life.  
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  Questions about the work you enjoy.    

(To complete find a quite place where there 
is no interruptions for approx; 10 mins.)  

Q.1. Write down your current 
type of employment / work

________________________________________
 
 
Q.2. Write down the types of work (in  
preference order 1-4) that you like and enjoy? 
 
1. ________________________________________
 
2 ________________________________________
 
3 ________________________________________
 
4 ________________________________________
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Q.3. Write down the type of work you 
want to do (in preference order 1-4)
 
1. ________________________________________
 
2 ________________________________________
 
3 ________________________________________
 
4 ________________________________________
 
Q.4. NOW write down How will you go 
about to achieve these preferences. 
 
1. ________________________________________
 
2 ________________________________________
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Chapter message 

Do the type of work that you are Passionate 
about and you will be Passionate about the work 
that you do.    

Chapter Action Plan

(a) Write down type of work you enjoy 
(b) If you want change do an action plan.  
(c) Read the book in this series “How 
 to Achieve Dreams and Goals in life”

Notes of Wisdom

“And I have seen that nothing is better than 
that a person should be happy in their activi-
ties for that is their lot.” Ecclesiastes 3:22

Life tools and Links

 » www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 10

Getting on with difficult people

This is a problem that if not handled with care, can 
cause friction, upset, ulcers, sickness and even leaving 
a company that you like and enjoy.   

Your Chapter Goals

• Is there another way?

• Ways of dealing with difficult people.

• Put your thinking cap on.

Another Approach

Not getting on with someone, experiment the 
opposite approach and show them kindness.  Try this 
the next time someone treats you unfairly. 
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Show them an act of kindness (or two), they won’t 
know how to handle that, everything inside you 
probably wants to pay them back, for the way they 
spoke to you or the way they treated you. But pay 
them back with kindness. Say something nice to 
them or do something nice for them they would 
never expect you to do, eg; make them a coffee. 
Smile and say good morning to them.   

You may be pleasantly surprised with the 
outcome.  Consider other acts of kindness you 
could use.    

Make list of other acts of kindness 
 
1. ________________________________________
 
2 ________________________________________
 
3 ________________________________________
 
4 ________________________________________
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Chapter message 

The moral of this chapter is to treat other 
people how you would like them to treat 
you. Even if at first they are not nice to you, 
you can change the situation by what you 
do and the attitude you have towards them.

Chapter Action Plan

(a) Think about anyone you don’t like at work.
(b) Consider ways of being kind to them.
(c) Experiment acts of kindness towards them.

Notes of Wisdom

“I destroy my enemy 
when I make him my friend.”
Abraham Lincoln

Life tools and Links

 » www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 11

Job Interview Preparation

Introduction

In preparing for a job interview the important
thing is to get your mind ready to be quick and confi-
dent with responses to questions. Later in the chapter 
there are sample questions to ask yourself in a role 
play for various types of positions.  

Your Chapter Goals

•Physical appearance 

• Being prepared for questions

• Learn to be confident
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Presentation

Always look professional regardless of the 
position your applying for, as it reflects who 
you are as a person.   

Don’t forget to bring : 

 A copy of your resume,  
 contactable referees.  
(Always advise your referees beforehand,  
and advise them of the position you are  
applying for. Get referees approval  
before giving out name and contact details.)

Your diary

A pen and a pocket notebook
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Good preparation is the key to success.

Here are some general ideas that will ensure 
that you are on the right road to success.
An important preperation tip is to read as 
much as possible about the company you have 
applied to.  Always research the company 
thoroughly. Use the Internet, libraries and pe-
riodicals to find current information. 

Think what impression  you want to leave on the 
employer and what unique pitch you will use to 
stand out from other applicants. Be convinced you 
are the best person and it will show during the inter-
view, and help increase your chances 
Be familiar with the job for which you’re being in-
terviewed. Read the advertisement or job description 
to identify which personal attributes and behaviors 
are likely to be key success factors for the role.
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Job Interview Preparation

You have already impressed a potential employer on 
paper — Now your goal is to prepare for a successful 
interview and get the position and be prepared for the 
journey that lies ahead. It can be a little frightening, but 
by being prepared you will do much better. 
    

Job Interview Preparation

• Always arrive early at least  
15 minutes before the interview. 

• Visit the restroom and check your  
appearance in the mirror. 

• Never leave your mobile phone on.  
This will ensure that it does not ring 
during your interview.  
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• Know when and where you’re going, 
this ensure you will not be late 

• Professional appearance is an absolute 
must. Be neat. Check for missing buttons, 
dragging hems, split seams, etc.  

• Avoid jangling jewelry or “new wave”  
fashion.  Just as a picture is worth a  
thousand words, your appearance speaks  
a thousand words.  Before you even say  
a word, the interviewer has begun to form an 
opinion about you. Remember first impres-
sions can sometimes be the  
last impression.

• Appear fresh and rested, interested and alert.

• Find out who’s going to be interviewing 
you and their positions in the organisation.

• Sell yourself. The interview is your chance 
to shine, this is not the time to be humble. 
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What should you bring to the interview:   

• Bring at least one spare copy 
of your resume.  

• Spare copies of your list of references.   
(Even if you provided it earlier).

• If you are applying for a job that has 
specific certification or licensing 
requirements, you should bring 
proof of your eligibility.

• Find out what the growth opportunities 
are beyond the position and what an 
individual needs to do to advance.
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Think STAR

Think ‘STAR’ (Situation, Task, Action and Result). 
When you are asked about a situation, the inter-
viewer is looking if you respond with a specific 
example.     

Star

S = Situation (give an example.) 
T = Task (give an example of a task completed) 
A =  Action (give an example of an action you took)
R = Result (give an example of an outcome / result)

Using the STAR model you would break your 
answer into the three segments of; descrip-
tion of the task, then the action you took, and 
the final measurable result.  Prepare at least one 
STAR response for each personal attribute you 
may be questioned on. Make sure you don’t use 
the same example for all the attributes. 
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Remember, you are selling your technical and 
personal skills. Being able to communicate your 
adaptability and relatedness at an interview is essential 
to becoming the leading candidate.   

•  know the company’s market,  
 products and goals. 

•  Memorize some facts about  
 the company and be prepared to 
 cite them during the interview. 

• Speak to people who work or   
have worked at the company. 

• Rehearse beforehand. 
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The Most Common Interview Questions 

• Tell me about yourself and What  
experience do you have that relates 
to this position? Describe how your 
skills equal the job requirements. 

• If I was to ask your former boss how would 
he descirbe you? And what would they say 
if I asked what areas could you improve in? 

• What experience do you have that relates 
to this position? Describe how your skills 
and education match the job requirements.

• What are your strengths and weaknesses? 

• Why do you want to work for this organisa-
tion? Why are you interested in this position?

• Tell me about a situation where you had 
to resolve a conflict with another person.
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• What do you think would be most chal-
lenging about this position?

• Describe the best supervisor you’ve ever 
had. If you could make one suggestion 
to that supervisor, what would it be? 

• Tell me about a situation where you had 
to resolve a conflict with another person.

• Where do you want to be in 3 to 5 years?

• What can you do for us that some-
one else can not do?

• What were the five most significant ac-
complishments in your last assignment?

• How well do you work un-
der pressure or deadlines?

• Do you have any questions for me?
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Four Questions you should have an answer for

Prior to your interview, prepare yourself with answers 
to some common questions the interviewers are likely 
to ask, such as:     
  

• What are your strengths and weaknesses? 

• Why do you want to work here? 

•  What makes you the right candidate for this 
position and why should we hire you? 

•  The most  popular question 
 
Tell me about yourself.! 
 
Conduct a mock interview with 
a trusted friend as practice.
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Job Interview Questions (sales & management)

These are only sample questions for various 
jobs. The important thing is to get your mind 
ready to be quick and confident with intelli-
gent responses to the questions.  

What do you know about our company?

1. How would you fit in the role?

2. What makes you want to work for us?

3. What do you consider to be 
your greatest strength?

4. If I was to ask your previous employer, 
what would he say your strengths are?

5. If I was to ask your previous employer what, 
would he say your weaknesses are?
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6. What adjectives would you use 
to describe yourself?

7. What type of salary are you  
looking for? $....................

8. How would you handle the  
following situation?  A customer  
called with a problem eg; product  
broken down and there is an  
exhibition display of that product  
tomorrow, and the business owner  
isn’t available how would you  
handle it?

9. How well can you cope under  
pressure and meet deadlines?

10. How do you define success? 

11. Tell me about your experience in Sales 
/ Service Dept’s/Spare Parts?
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12. Give me an example where you have dem-
onstrated your ability to be a part of a team?

13. When you have had a very dissatis-
fied customer at the counter what have 
you done and how did you rectify it?

14. What have you done to contribute to the 
bottom line of Sales/Service/Spare Parts?

15. Give me an example of what you have 
done when there has been conflict in 
the workplace amongst employee’s.

16. In your opinion what do you see 
as an effective manager?

17. Describe your time management skills?

18. How do you prioritise your daily tasks?

19. Give me an example of your 
management style.
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20. Why do you feel you are qualified 
for a management position?

21. How many people have you supervised 
in your last role?

22. What is your weakness as a manager?

23. What is the hardest part of being a manager?

24. Have you ever had to fire anyone? If so what 
were the reasons and how did you handle it.

25. What qualities do you look for 
when you have to hire people?

26. Recall a time when you made a mistake 
or a bad decision on the job?

27. How did you handle the above situation?

28. Based on a mutual acceptance,  
what date can you start?
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REMEMBER !

• Stand tall, practice and rehearse for  
the interview.

• Relax knowing you have prepared  
yourself for this time.

• Be yourself respond with confidence.

• Think about the questions, a small 
pause is all right, before you answer. 

• BREATHE
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Chapter Action Plan

(a) Go through questions again  
 and role play the questions.

(b) Think about some questions that 
 would apply to your job description 
 or type of work you might be asked 
 and write the questions down.

(c) Practice makes perfect. Keep practising 
 and rehearsing the interview. Practice 
 also gives you more confidence.

Notes of Wisdom

Allow plenty of time and don’t be rushed so 
you can get to the interview early.  It is better 
not to apply for jobs you don’t like.
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Gift suggestions

Why not purchase several books for gifts and pre-
sents and save, visit the website for specials, bo-
nus books and loyalty discounts. 

 » www.abconlinebooks.com 

Reader Feedback 

Dear Reader We appreciate and value your feed-
back, comments, suggestions and stories of how the 
book has helped you.    

Please email: info@abconlinebooks.com
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Suggested Reading 

• One Minute Manager
• Seven Habits of Effective People
• Personality Puzzle
• Who moved my Cheese

For an up to date list of books available by the author 
Please check website www.abconlinebooks.com
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